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The Best Western® Hotels & Resorts chain, 
the world’s leading independent hotel brand

2 108 properties
in North America

97 properties in 
Central and South 

America

18 properties in 
Africa

134 properties in 
Asia and Middle-

East

1 159 
properties
in Europe

3 618 properties
worldwide

3 618 properties
worldwide

102 properties in 
Australia, New-
Zeland and 
South Pacific

295 849 rooms

Figures as at the end of December 2018



An extensive range, from the economy to the luxury sectors



• Almost half of visits 
are via mobiles

• Almost half of 
reservations are made 
by members of our 
loyalty programme

• A 17% increase in 
overnight stays in 
2018 vs 2017 

Bestwestern.fr website



The bestwestern.fr website achieves excellent performance but 
improvements are made as part of an annual roadmap, leaving 
little room for flexibility and agility. The planning behind this 
and the drafting of the roadmap are chiefly based on business 
intuition: customer insights are rarely used.

The context



Using data to improve the UX and the UI with 
the aim of simplifying the customer experience 
on the bestwestern.fr website and making it 

more fluid

The digital transformation concept



The introduction of new iterative working methods to 
optimise performance on an ongoing basis

Analysing the customer 
clickstreams on the 
website’s different pages 
using data thanks to the 
Content Square solution

Analysing input from 
customers thanks to the 
iAdvize chatbot

Based on web & mobile 
recommendations obtained from the 
analysis, we have introduced tests 
thanks to our AB Tasty solution 
and/or UX/UI mock-ups with our 
agency, Eddo 2.

AB Tests
UX/UI 

mock-ups

3.
Implement
ation

1.
Analysis

Conclusive tests have led 
to implementation on our 
website



Before

A concrete example: optimising the loyalty clickstream

Page introducing the loyalty programme Payment page



• Setting objectives to guide the optimisation work:

- Creating a simpler and more fluid browsing experience for customers

- Increasing the number of people registering for the loyalty programme on the bestwestern.fr website

- Increasing the turnover from members on the website by encouraging them to log into their loyalty 
account when making a reservation

• Analysing the loyalty clickstream through the following pages: home page, loyalty programme 
presentation page and payment page thanks to the Content Square solution, with the aim of 
identifying the main sticking points

• Defining and prioritising tests according to the deployment complexity and potential 
performance

• Preparing UX and UI mock-ups based on the recommendations from the analysis phase

• Developing effective tests

Methodology



Identifying areas for improvement
Homepage

Recommendations :

• Improve the exposure rate of the block devoted to the loyalty programme by moving 
the bottom on the homepage upwards (very little scrolling on this page) 

• Encourage visitors to click on the block by improving the visibility of the CTA, with the 
surfers clicking on this block being most heavily engaged

Exposure rate
Conversion rate -
Percentage of Internet users who reach the payment page



+9%
Page views

+12%
bookings

Improvement :  
Reduce the slider image on 
the homepage to bring the 
first blocks into view above 
the bottom edge 

-4%
Bounce rate

+2%
Exposure rate of the block devoted to the 
loyalty programme

Homepage
Optimisation: reduce the image size



Improvement:  

Emphasise the CTA « Je 
découvre » through highlighting 
and modifications to the text
« jusqu’à -10% toute l’année 
partout en France” »

Homepage
Improve the visibility of the loyalty block

+14%
Average basket

+179%
clicks



Identifying areas for improvement
Page introducing the loyalty programme

Recommendations :

• Move the customer reassurance and page content 
features upwards, as 70% of mobile surfers don’t 
see the benefits of the loyalty programme and half 
of desktop visitors don’t see the block with the 
different programme statuses

• Emphasise the programme’s benefits to encourage 
visitors to register for the programme (the main 
purpose of this page)

Exposure rate -
visitors not logged into 
their online account Mobile



Identifying areas for improvement
Page introducing the loyalty programme

Recommendations :

- Make it easy to understand the benefits of each 
status to boost engagement among surfers and 
increase number of people registering for the 
loyalty programme

• The visitors compare and surf between the different 
statuses (click recurrence)

• Only 6% of users interacting with this “status” block 
register for the programme

• Fewer than half of surfers click on the area after 
having browsed it (engagement rate)

Click recurrence – visitors not logged 
into their online account 

Conversion rate - visitors not logged into 
their online account 

Engagement rate - visitors not logged 
into their online account 



AfterBefore

Improvement :  
• Remove the navigation tabs
• Emphasise the benefits of the loyalty 
programme: position, content and 
typeface

• Add a help feature to help find your login 
details

• Present statuses in the form of pop-out 
tabs (mobile UX)

Page introducing the loyalty programme
Page redesign

+43%
Clicks on susbscription 
tab

+15%
Bookings

-17%
Mobile bounce
rate



Identifying areas for improvement
Payment page

Recommendations :

• Make it easier to understand the benefits of registering 
for the programme, as the hesitation time is quite long

• Emphasise the reassurance-related aspects

• Stress the benefits of registering for the programme as 
80% of users having skimmed the option have clicked 
on it

Click recurrence

Engagement rate

Time of hesitation



After

Before

Improvement :  
• A greater distinction between member 
and non-member customers

• Content simplification: Bullet points 
presenting the benefits of the loyalty 
programme

• Add a help feature to help find your login 
details

Payment page
Improvement of the block devoted to loyalty programme

-4 sec.
Hesitation time
Decrease of 93%

+21%
Conversion on 
mobile



• A 29.7% increase in loyalty programme registrations in 2019 vs 2018

• 54% more turnover generated on bestwestern.fr by members of the loyalty programme

• An agile Client & Business-focused approach introduced in 2019:

- Real-time customer insights, enabling us to continuously optimise the UX and the user-friendliness aspects 
of our sites, in addition to our performance

- The prioritisation of AB tests and development work to meet precise objectives 

- Rapid decision-making, and operational teams in step with the company’s objectives

Conclusion


